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Motivation



 
Cash still widely used despite cost advantages of non-cash means of 

payment. Cash intensities rather heterogeneous

Why do some individuals use cash more intensively than others?

 Transaction costs and habit persistence alone cannot explain high cash shares
 Other inherent feature of cash? 



 
Our answer: Cash has important cost advantage for monitoring 

expenditure



 

Over 75% of German adults say using cash helps keeping expenditures under 
control (Bundesbank, 2009)



 

Similar evidence for NED (Jonker, 2007), AUT  (Mooslechner, Stix,   
Wagner 2006) and USA (Ching & Hayashi, 2010)
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Pocket watching



 
Financially constrained individuals need information on remaining 
liquidity to avoid violating budget constraints



 
Cash makes it easy to monitor past expenditure and remaining 

liquidity and

 Cost advantages of using cash for individuals with

 necessity to control and monitor expenditures

 limited information processing capabilities

 High direct costs of planning and budgeting

 High indirect costs (planning mistakes, suboptimal consumption, etc.) 
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Pocket watching

Information content of cash – budgeting at a glance
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Pocket watching

“Proverbial wallet project” (Kestner, Leithinger, Jung, Petersen): 
interface mimicking the information content of cash in pocket 

Model Peacock – grows and shrinks according to the account balance…
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Pocket watching

Model Bumblebee – buzzes whenever the bank processes a transaction -- large 
transaction creating a loud buzz…
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Keeping track of expenditure and liquidity

Two identities to keep track of liquidity and past expenditure:

(1) or

Update after each transaction:
• recalling the past value of liquidity, 
• subtracting the amount to be consumed, 
• memorizing the new state

(2)
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This works independent of 
how liquidity is composed

Total 
liquidity

Demand deposit, invisible

Cash, visible

Updating operations only have to be 
performed on demand deposit
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Keeping track of expenditure and liquidity

 Pocket Watching

 Conduct as many transactions as possible in cash

 Update “money left on deposit accounts” at time of withdrawal



 
Total cost of using cash proportional to number of withdrawals, cash 

holdings, risk of theft, etc.

 Guesstimating

 Use cash and debit cards

 Estimate money left on deposit account at broad intervals



 
Costs for constrained consumers depend on divergence between the 

guesstimate and true liquidity
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Testable hypotheses

H1: Pocket watchers will use cash more intensively, in terms of both 
value and of volume.

H2: For a given transaction volume, pocket watchers exhibit a lower 
cash withdrawal frequency, a higher average withdrawal amount 
and hence hold larger cash balances than other persons.

H3: Pocket watchers will use payment cards only for high value 
payments. Cash is the ideal payment instrument to track the 
budgetary consequences of smaller-value payments.

H4: Pocket watchers will hold fewer payment cards as each additional 
card in use makes monitoring of liquidity more costly.
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Testable hypotheses

Who will be pocket watcher? We argue that it is restricted consumers, 

 those with high costs of storing and processing information, and
 those that are liquidity constrained.

Strictly speaking, both of these restrictions need to be present at least to 
some degree.
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Testable hypotheses

Model Predictions for Restricted and Unrestricted Consumers 
 restricted consumers 

(pocket watcher) 
unrestricted consumers 
(no-pocket watcher) 

Cash usage predominant or exclu-
sive use of cash 

low usage of cash, fo-
cused on small amounts 

Threshold for non-cash payments high low 
Withdrawal amount (given cost of 
withdrawals and transaction volume) 

high low 

Cash balances high low 
Number of payment cards in use low high 
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Data sources and sample

 „Payment Habits in Germany“ 2008 – Deutsche Bundesbank

 Representative random-route sample of 3,612 individuals in Germany (18+)

 CAPI interviews and diary for payments during one week

 Valid responses from 2,292 individuals (response rate: 63.5 %)

 About 25,000 transactions recorded in payment diary

 Only debit card owners
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Subdividing the sample



 

Pocket watchers vs. the rest: 
Based on question on important characteristics of payment instruments: 

(1) monitoring expenditure very important, and 
(2) only cash has this attribute

No pocket watchers: monitoring expenditure less important or attribute shared by  
other payment instruments



 

Restricted vs. unrestricted consumers: 


 

Costs of processing and storing information: Average number of 
seconds to answer survey questions



 

Liquidity constraints: Survey question on importance of expenditure 
discipline

We hold those that rank high in both dimensions against those that rank low 
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Subdividing the sample

POCKET WATCHER
dummy variable: one, if the monitoring feature is an indispensable attribute of a 

payment instrument and if only cash fulfills this goal and zero otherwise; 

NEED TO MONITOR
dummy variable: one, if the respondent “very much” agrees with statement  “To 

reach my financial goals, expenditure discipline is very important – superfluous 
expenditures have to be avoided”;

INTERVIW LENGTH
average number of seconds used by a respondent to answer a survey question
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Results - highlights

 Data consistent with model predictions and hypotheses

 Pocket watchers and restricted individuals
 carry out a high share of transactions in cash

 hold fewer non-cash payment instruments

 hold high cash balances

 have lower withdrawal frequency

 Pocket watching is well explained by restrictions
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Steps of analysis

1.Compare subsample means for ten variables describing payment 
behaviour, using two different sample partitions:

2.Estimate reduced form equations including socio-demographics, cash 
transaction volume, classic transaction cost measures (shoe-leather costs, 
etc.) and preference as control variables:
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Steps of analysis

1.Compare subsample means for ten variables describing payment 
behaviour, using two different sample partitions:  all differences correctly 
signed and significant, 19 out of 20 times at the 1 percent level. Differences 
are sizeable!

2.Estimate reduced form equations including socio-demographics, cash 
transaction volume, classic transaction cost measures (shoe-leather costs, 
etc.) and preference as control variables: pocket watcher indicator correctly 
signed and significant 7 of 8 times. Both restriction indicators always correctly 
signed and significant, in most cases at the 1 percent level. Indicators 
outperform transaction cost measures!
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Steps of analysis

3.Test the link between our restrictions indicators and the pocket watching 
strategy indicator: 

4.Treat the grouping of consumers as latent and check whether the 
covariances of payment behavior variables are consistent with the theory:
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Steps of analysis

3.Test the link between our restrictions indicators and the pocket watching 
strategy indicator: Liquidity constraints and information processing restrictions 
highly significant in predicting pocket watching behavior. Link between 
endowment and strategy confirmed!

4.Treat the grouping of consumers as latent and check whether the 
covariances of payment behavior variables are consistent with the theory: 
All covariances correctly signed. Desire to monitor liquidity is an important 
driver of heterogeneity in payment behavior!
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Comparing mean values

predicted 
sign

Pocket 
watcher

No 
pocket 
watcher

Restricted 
group

Unrestrict. 
group

mean mean p-value mean mean p-value

(1)

Person always pays cash + 0,35 0,15 0,00 0,47 0,00 0,00
Person pays cash: retail, gas 
station and for services 
consumed outside home

+ 0,69 0,52 0,00 0,73 0,41 0,00

person pays cash up to 100 euro + 0,74 0,63 0,00 0,75 0,54 0,00
Share of cash transactions 
(volume) + 0,76 0,63 0,00 0,74 0,59 0,00

Share of cash transactions (value) + 0,66 0,52 0,00 0,66 0,45 0,00

Euro amount at which the person 
starts paying with cards + 248,56 126,72 0,00 282,27 50,80 0,00

Number of different payment 
instruments in use - 1,68 2,05 0,00 1,60 2,24 0,00

Average amount withdrawn per 
withdrawal + 223,96 195,20 0,02 219,08 169,80 0,00

Average number of withdrawals 
per month - 0,15 0,18 0,00 0,16 0,20 0,00

Average number of withdrawals 
per month (scaled) - 3,43 4,19 0,00 3,66 4,54 0,00

(2) (3)
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Reduced form estimations

Left hand side variables:

 Cash usage: 

• “always pays cash” – probit

• “always cash for payments up to 100 Euro ” – probit

• “always cash with retailers, gas stations, services outside home” – probit

• share of cash transactions (volume) – OLS

• share of cash transactions (value) – OLS

 Payment structure: amount at which resp. starts paying with card -- probit 

 Payment instruments: # different payment cards in use – ordered probit



 
Cash withdrawal behavior: av. amount withdrawn (per transaction) – OLS
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Reduced form estimations

Right hand side variables:
 POCKET WATCHER

 Restriction indicators (NEED TO MONITOR and INTERVIEW LENGTH) 

 Total amount withdrawn per month

 Distance to next ATM / bank desk

 Household monthly income

 Risk of theft

 Fees (line fees for account statement)

 ATM user

 Average euro value of respondent’s transactions

 ANONYMITY indispensible attribute of payment instruments and only cash conforms

 FAMILIARITY indispensible attribute of payment instruments and only cash conforms

 Education high or very high

 Age and age squared

 Size of municipality

 Structure of Payments: Shares of various transaction types

Fundamental groupings
(two sets of estimates)

Rel. cost of using cash

Preference for PI characteristics

Socio- 
demographics

Consumption 
preferences
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Predicted and observed correlations

Predicted Sign of Correlations

average number of 
withdrawals per 

month

euro amount at 
which the person 
starts paying with 

cards
number of payment 
instruments in use

share of cash transactions (volume) - + -
share of cash transactions (value) - + -
average number of withdrawals per month - +
euro amount at which the person starts paying with cards -

Observed Correlations

average number of 
withdrawals per 

month

euro amount at 
which the person 
starts paying with 

cards
number of payment 
instruments in use

share of cash transactions (volume) -0.1107* 0.3185* -0.3100*

share of cash transactions (value) -0.1342* 0.3474* -0.3450*

average number of withdrawals per month -0.1527* 0.1169*

euro amount at which the person starts paying with cards -0.7563*
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Robustness checks



 

Are the observed differences effects of liquidity constraints or information 
processing capabilities alone, or the result of both working together?



 

Mean differences increase if need to monitor and information processing are 
combined  



 

How important are liquidity constraints compared to “classic” transaction 
cost variables?



 

Mean comparisons for “risk of theft” and density of electronic payment network 
yield only very few significant results

Other measures of information processing capabilities lead to similar results

 personal income above median

 at least 10 years of schooling completed with degree

 age of the respondent
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Robustness checks



 

Results of correlation analysis (with grouping as latent variable) also hold 
for Italian and Austrian data!
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Conclusions

 Individuals use cash to monitor expenditure



 
Especially important for restricted consumers: high costs of information 
processing and need to monitor

 Monitoring feature one of the reasons why cash still important



 
Cross-country differences in cash usage may partly be attributed to 
monitoring feature of cash, but different payment structure and history 
have to be taken into account



Thank you for your attention!
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